InfinityDS™ Window Film Series
• Clear, not dark, InfinityDS™ creates a natural,
elegant appearance inside and out. Available in
both neutral and bronze, colors blend nicely with
any home decor.
• Made tough, InfinityDS resists scratches, fading,
chips, cracks and exposure to the elements. Even
in harsh conditions, the color stays fast.
• Blocking up to 78% of the sun’s heat, InfinityDS
keeps you cool even in the most intense sunlight.
• InfinityDS blocks out 99% of the sun’s damaging
ultraviolet rays, keeping upholstery, carpet, curtains
and other interior design elements bright and
beautiful.
• Reducing glare day and night, this optically superior
film actually enhances your view of the outside. No
squinting. No eyestrain.
• Preventing shattered glass, InfinityDS protects
family members in case of accidents or break-ins.

ARMA PROTECTINO SYSTEMS.
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BLOCK THE SUN…

InfinityDS™
Window Film Series
You’ve seen it for years. The light
that adds richness to the subtle hues
of your sofa is by far
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of a living room,

What Causes
Fading?

marking its daily
path with faded streaks
across your furniture,

carpet and floor. Well, not to worry.
Now there’s InfinityDS from ARMA, a
designer series window film made
exclusively of special sputtered metals.
Created to block up to 78% of the sun’s
searing rays, this high-tech, micro-thin

… N O T T H E V I E W.
shield protects every inch of your interior with
museum care. And while it’s preserving that
special touch you’ve given your home, it adds
a beauty of its own. Clear, not dark, Infinity’s
subtle hues of neutral or bronze makes everything
around it more attractive-inside and out.
You’ll save on energy too.
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How Does
Window Film
Work?

With heat staying outside, your air
conditioner gets a needed rest.
Which means the look that lasts is
also a nice investment in the value
of your home.
Ask how Infinity DS™ can
bring the same protection to
commercial settings.

